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COMPOSER BRUCE CHIANESE BEAMS CAPTAIN KIRK DOWN TO SAN FRANCISCO 
 

 
 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, February 25, 2014 – William Shatner is beamed down to earth in 

a surprise performance at Moscone Hall in San Francisco to a backdrop of music composed by Bruce 

Chianese. Several thousand people were in the audience attending the 2014 RSA Conference when, 

during the opening video, something special occurred. “I had underscored the opening video with highly 

energetic music,” explained Chianese, “When all of a sudden I segued into an outer space fanfare, just 

when an image of the USS Enterprise zoomed across the screen. To tip the audience off to the beam of 

light flickering on the house floor I brought in a synthesizer which cued William Shatner to appear of 

out midair.” To the crowds enjoyment Captain Kirk joked about security being too high to use the main 

door, and that he was ushering in a conference to “boldly go where no conference had gone before”. 

“Being a fan of the Star Trek series since I was a kid, I considered it an honor to compose music for 

such a special occasion.”  



 

 

 

Loosely based on the original orchestration by Alexander Courage, the new space music was redefined 

to accent the high technology nature of the conference. “By using sample modeling and computer based 

synths we were able to create a texture that hearkened back to the original television show, yet expand 

the sound field for a modern contemporary sound.”  Since 1991 RSA has been a flagship event in the 

field of cryptology and security-related information, held annually in San Francisco, California. 

 

A truly unique talent, Bruce is that rare combination of technical expertise and creative artistry. For 

more information please contact Bruce by phone at 818-841-6607 or email: bruce@brucechianese.com. 
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